
Azure Landing Zones
Introducing BCN’s Azure Landing Zones. A set of standardised 
Azure environment templates that BCN will provide, deploy, and 
configure to kickstart your organisations cloud journey. 

What is a Landing Zone? 

Key Benefits
 Repeatable
 Easily scalable
 Safe working parameters 
 Accelerated deployment times
 Standardisation through automation
 Successful cloud journey foundations
 Best Practice Security, Governance & Policy
 Proven development methodoloy & configuration

An Azure Landing Zone is a pre-configured 
environment that provides a secure and    
scalable foundation for deploying and      
managing cloud-based workloads. 
Including core components designed to 
support cloud-based workloads consistently 
and efficiently. 

Why do I need one? 

3. Maximise the value of your   
cloud investment, by optimising 
your Azure services.

1. Quickly and easily set up a secure 
and scalable Azure environemnt.

2. Consistently apply best practices 
across your Azure environment.
Ensuring your workloads are secure, 
compliant and optimally managed.

4. Accelerate your journey to                  
the cloud, whilst improving the                     
security, performance and value             
of your cloud-based workloads. 
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Why BCN for Azure?
BCN Group are a Microsoft Solutions Partner. Our designations across 
infrastructure, Data & AI, Digital & App Innovation, and Modern Work 
recognise our broad capbility and success in high demand cloud 
solution areas across the Azure & Microsoft stack.

All BCN Landing Zones are fully extensible through our professional services 
offering to meet your requirements. Get in touch to find out how we can       
understand your business outcomes to expand the environment to meet 
your needs. 

BCN share Microsoft’s cloud-first vision. For over a decade we have 
designed, built, integrated and managed hundreds of cloud                
migrations across both public and private sectors.

We believe that the cloud should be accessible to all businesses,       
regardless of size or sector. As a Microsoft Solutions Partner, we have 
the expertise, knowledge, and Microsoft direct access to make your 
Azure cloud development a success. Get in touch to start your cloud 
journey today. 

A cloud-first partner. 

4. Accelerate your journey to                  
the cloud, whilst improving the                     
security, performance and value             
of your cloud-based workloads. 
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